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The 2H double-quantum-filtered (DQF) NMR spectrum of iso- interactions (9) , which allows the detection of order in these
lated rat sciatic nerve, equilibrated with deuterated saline, is com- tissues (10) .
posed of three quadrupolar-split water signals. On the basis of the A graphic representation of the general structure and di-
time course of their shift by Co-EDTA20 and CoCl2 , the signals mensions of the rat sciatic nerve is given in Fig. 1. The
with quadrupolar splittings of about 120, 470, and 9 Hz were nerve comprises bundles of nerve fibers surrounded and held
assigned to water in the epineurium, endoneurium, and intra-

together by a collagen network—the endoneurium (11) .axonal compartments, respectively. The signal of the bulk water,
The nerve fibers consist of axons surrounded by a phospho-which experiences isotropic motion, was eliminated by the DQF
lipid bilayer. Most of the axons are tightly wrapped by manypulse sequence. As the maximum intensities of the water signals
layers of the myelin sheath, and hundreds of myelinatedin the three anisotropic compartments occur at different creation
axons are enclosed in the flat squamous cell layer—the peri-times, in the DQF pulse sequence, it is possible to resolve the

signals and measure their properties, such as relaxation times, neurium (12) . The perineurium, whose structure is similar
independently, without perturbing the system with shift reagents. to that of the endothelium of blood vessels, serves as the
q 1997 Academic Press blood nerve barrier and is permeable to water and ions

Key Words: 2H double-quantum-filtered (DQF) NMR; sciatic (13, 14) . Several perineurial bundles are wrapped together
nerve; quadrupolar splitting. and separated from the rest of the tissue by an outer layer

of collagen fibers and fibrocytes—the epineurium.
Wistar Hamamatsu rats (250–350 g, 7–13 weeks) were

anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg body wt2H single-pulse and double-quantum-filtered (DQF) spec-
ip) . The sciatic and the vagus nerve were isolated and thetra of rat sciatic nerve equilibrated in deuterated saline have
outer coat of adipose and connective tissue was carefullyrevealed three water populations with distinct quadrupolar
removed in saline solution (155 mM NaCl). For measure-splittings. The one with the largest quadrupolar splitting was
ments of 2H spectra, the nerves were equilibrated in deuter-assigned to the water in the endoneurium, the intermediate
ated saline. Each nerve was placed in a 100-mL capillarysplitting to the water in the epineurium, and the very small
tube and positioned with its long axis parallel to the magneticsplitting to the axonal water. This last signal could be ob-
field. For some of the measurements, the external saline wasserved only by DQF spectroscopy since the large signal of
replaced by fluorinated oil (Fluorinert, FC-77, 3M), whichisotropic water was efficiently eliminated by this technique.
has a low water solubility and the same magnetic susceptibil-Previous attempts to separate and assign water popula-
ity as water (H. Yamada, T. Koyano, and A. Tasaki, privatetions in different compartments in nerves were based on the
communication). Collagenase I was obtained from Sigma.resolution of 1H NMR multiexponential relaxation decay

NMR measurements were carried out on ARX500 andcurves (1–5) . 2H NMR in ordered biological tissues pro-
AMX300 WB Bruker NMR spectrometers, operating at a 2Hvides an additional parameter for characterizing the water
frequency of 76.8 and 46.0 MHz, respectively. No significantenvironments, i.e., the residual quadrupolar splitting. The
effect of the field strength was found on the spectral line-introduction of multiple-quantum-filtered pulse sequences
shapes and relaxation times. All experiments were conductedhas greatly extended the scope of NMR studies of quadrupo-
at room temperature (about 227C).lar nuclei in biological tissues (6–8 ) . In particular, these

DQF spectra of I Å 1 nuclei are conventionally measuredtechniques enable observation of small residual quadrupolar
using the multiple-quantum-filtering pulse sequence

1 This work was presented at the Fourth Annual Meeting of the Society
of Magnetic Resonance, New York, 1996. 907– t /2–1807– t /2–907– t1–907–Acq. [PS1]
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The relaxation time of the DQ coherence is given by 1/TDQ

Å 1/4x 2(J1 / 2J2) , where x is the quadrupolar coupling
constant and Jn is the spectral density at a frequency of nv0 .

In a system where the quadrupolar interaction does not
average to zero, the transverse relaxation time of the SQ
coherence is modulated by this interaction. To obtain the
relaxation time, the quadrupolar interaction must be refo-
cused. This is accomplished with the DQF–SQE pulse se-
quence (15, 16) :

907– t /2–907– t /2– tmax–607– t1–607–Acq. [PS3]

The second 907 is a refocusing pulse for both the first- and
the second-rank tensors formed during t /2. At the end of
the preparation time, T2,01 goes through a null and is recre-
ated from T1,01 during tmax . The 607 pulse transfers the T2,01

into a double-quantum coherence. If tmax is set to zero, no
double-quantum coherences will be formed. The SQ trans-
verse relaxation rate obtained from a plot of the peak heightFIG. 1. Graphic representation of the different structures of rat sciatic
as a function of t is given by 1/T2 Å 1/4x 2(3J0 / 3J1 /nerve. Approximate dimensions are given in the figure.
2J2) . Since this relaxation rate has a contribution from J0 ,
it is proportional to tc when v0tc @ 1 and therefore most
sensitive to binding to macromolecules.For systems in which either macroscopic or local order ex-

The longitudinal relaxation time, T1 , of the ordered mole-ists, the first-rank single-quantum (SQ) coherences formed
cules and those in fast exchange with them can be measuredby the first 907 pulse, T1,1 and T1,01 , evolve under the nonzero
by adding a DQ filter after the inversion recovery pulsequadrupolar interaction, nQ, into the second-rank SQ coher-
sequence (17) :ences, T2,1 and T2,01 . The second 907 pulse converts these

SQ coherences into double-quantum coherences, T2,2 and
1807– t–907– tmax /2–1807– tmax /2–907– t1–907–Acq.T2,02 . The 1807 pulse inserted between the two 907 pulses

serves to remove field inhomogeneities and off-resonance [PS4]
effects. The double-quantum coherences are transformed
back to SQ coherences, T2,1 and T2,01 , by the last 907 pulse,

The longitudinal relaxation rate is given by 1/T1Å 1/4x 2(J1and these evolve into the observable coherence, T1,01 , during / 4J2) .the acquisition. The DQ evolution time, t1 , is kept short
The single-pulse 2H spectrum of rat sciatic nerve equili-(10–20 ms) in order to eliminate any evolution during that

brated in deuterated saline is composed of five peaks: atime. The quadrupolar-split satellites are obtained in anti-
central one and two pairs of satellite transitions (Fig. 2) .phase by the DQF technique.
The satellite splittings are 170 and 500 Hz and, to within aSince the second-rank tensor is formed only when the
few hertz, are centered on the central peak. These satellitesquadrupolar interaction is not averaged to zero, the detection
are due to quadrupolar splitting originating from water mole-of a DQF signal for I Å 1 nuclei indicates an order in the
cules in two nonexchanging anisotropic compartments. Sincesystem. The method has the advantage of not detecting water
the nerve is immersed in a D2O solution, the central transi-molecules in isotropic phases, such as the bulk water, which
tion is due mostly to the free D2O molecules.means that small quadrupolar splittings can be resolved. The

The 2H DQF spectra of rat sciatic nerve at different cre-detected water molecules are inside anisotropic compart-
ation times are given in Fig. 3. The spectra are composedments which contain water molecules bound at anisotropic
of a superposition of three pairs of satellite transitions evolv-sites and water molecules in fast exchange with them.
ing at different rates. It is evident from the spectra that theThe relaxation time of the DQ coherence, TDQ, was mea-
large central water signal has been eliminated by the DQsured by a modification of [PS1]. This was done by using
filter. On the other hand, a new, very narrow signal, whicha constant value of t corresponding to the maximum signal,
evolves at longer creation times, is revealed. Thus, we are

tmax , and varying the DQ evolution time, t1 :
detecting ordered water in three different compartments.
The observation of distinct signals means that relative to

907–tmax /2–1807–tmax /2–907– t1 /2–1807– t1 /2–907–Acq.
their quadrupolar splitting, the exchange between these
compartments is slow. Figure 4 illustrates the dependence[PS2]
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FIG. 2. Single-pulse 2H NMR spectra at 76.8 MHz of rat sciatic nerve
(wet weight 50 mg) equilibrated in deuterated saline.

FIG. 4. The peak to peak intensity of the three different signals shown
in Fig. 3, as a function of the creation time, t. The signals A, B, and C
are those with the spectral splitting of 489, 117, and 8.5 Hz, respectively.

of the signal intensity on the creation time for the three
signals. The fact that the maximum DQF signal for the three
components is obtained at different t values improves the observed at long t values. In order to determine whether
ability to resolve the signals and measure their relaxation the narrow signal originates from a DQ coherence or is a
times. This property also allows independent measurement leakage of SQ coherences, we performed an off-resonance
of the diffusion coefficients in each of the three compart- DQ evolution experiment by varying the time interval t1 in
ments (18) .

In the case of imperfect phase cycling, a residual signal
from the free water may interfere with the narrow signal

FIG. 5. The signal intensity of the narrow signal in Fig. 3, at a creation
time of 30 ms and an offset frequency Dn0 Å 100 Hz, as a function of theFIG. 3. 2H DQF NMR spectra at 46.0 MHz measured by [PS1] of rat

sciatic nerve equilibrated in deuterated saline. Spectra are given as a func- DQ evolution time, t1 . The points are experimental. The line is fitted to the
function I Å I0cos(4pDn0t1)exp(0t1 /TDQ).tion of the creation time, t. Number of accumulations, 128.
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[PS1]. The amplitude of the signal should oscillate with the EDTA20 . The DQF sequence efficiently eliminated the sig-
nal of the bulk water and displayed the signals of the threeproduct of the offset frequency and the coherence. Results

obtained at a creation time of t Å 30 ms, where the narrow compartments. These were most clearly seen at the follow-
ing creation times: A at t Å 0.6 ms, B at t Å 4 ms, and Csignal has its maximum intensity, and an offset frequency

of 100 Hz are given in Fig. 5. The amplitude of the signal at t Å 30 ms. A small leakage of the bulk water was also
observed at a t of 30 ms.oscillates as a function of the DQ evolution time, t1 , at a

frequency of 201.5 Hz, which is in good agreement with 2 1 Adding CoCl2 to the nerve caused an immediate shift of
the signal from compartment B, and a slower shift of the100 Hz, as expected from the evolution of the DQ coherence.

Thus, the narrow signal originates from water molecules in signal from compartment A. The signal of compartment C
did not shift throughout the experiment but its intensity di-an anisotropic compartment with small quadrupolar splitting,

and is denoted compartment C. minished with a half life of a few hours. These results indi-
cate that the compartment with the intermediate splitting (BThe approximate quadrupolar splittings, nQ, as well as the

SQ and DQ relaxation rates for the three signals are given in our nomenclature) is the outermost compartment of the
nerve—the epineurium (see Fig. 1) . The slow penetrationin Table 1. The transverse SQ relaxation times, obtained by

the DQF–SQE pulse sequence [PS3], are very short for of CoCl2 into compartment A and its impermeability to Co-
EDTA20 indicate that this is the endoneurium which is en-compartments A and B, and an order of magnitude longer for

compartment C. When the nerve was immersed in Fluorinert, closed by a membranous sheath—the perineurium. The
large quadrupolar splitting observed for this compartment iswhere the spectra are not contaminated by free water, we

were able to measure the longitudinal relaxation times by also in good agreement with this assignment, since electron
microscopy has shown the endoneurium to contain thickthe standard inversion recovery sequence. As shown in the

table, the longitudinal relaxation times measured by the in- well-aligned bundles of collagen fibers (12) . Compartment
C, with the small quadrupolar splitting of about 10 Hz, isversion recovery sequence and those measured by the DQF

inversion are the same within the experimental error. This unaffected by Co-EDTA20 and is affected by CoCl2 very
slowly. We assigned this signal to the intra-axonal wateris an indication that there is no separate isotropic compart-

ment in the nerve. which is separated from the water in the endoneurium by
both the myelin sheath and the phospholipid membrane,In order to assign the three 2H signals detected in the

intact sciatic nerve (see Table 1) to the different structures which are impermeable to electrolytes.
Our previous measurements on cartilage (19) and bloodin the nerve, we performed another series of experiments.

When rat sciatic nerve was equilibrated in a solution of Co- vessels (20) showed that the 2H quadrupolar splitting of the
2H2O water molecules stems from their interaction with theEDTA20 in D2O, the signal of compartment B immediately

shifted, together with the signal of the bulk water (Fig. 6a) , collagen fibers. The helical structure of the collagen mole-
cules, which form covalently cross-linked fibers, can be dis-while the signal of compartment A remained unchanged.

The shift of the bulk water signal revealed a narrow un- rupted by the action of collagenase which cleaves the peptide
bonds located in the helical region, causing the ordered struc-shifted signal which, according to its DQF spectrum, was

assigned to compartment C (Fig. 6b) . The spectrum re- ture to collapse. When collagenase is applied to rat sciatic
nerve at 377C, a continuous change is observed in its 2H DQFmained stable for more than 12 h after the addition of Co-

TABLE 1
NMR Parameters Measured at 46.0 MHz of the Different Water Populations in Rat Sciatic Nerve

Immersed in Saline and in Fluorinert

Saline Fluorinert

Compartment: A B C A B C

Splitting, Hz 489 117 8.5 479 126 8.5
T2, ms — 8.9 65.2 3.6 — 72

(t Å 4 ms) (t Å 30 ms) (t Å 0.6 ms) (t Å 30 ms)
TDQ, ms 41 196 150 40.7 167 232

(t Å 0.6 ms) (t Å 4 ms) (t Å 30 ms) (t Å 0.6 ms) (t Å 4 ms) (t Å 30 ms)
T1, msa 250 283 126 234 291

(t Å 1.5 ms) (t Å 30 ms) (t Å 0.6 ms) (t Å 4 ms) (t Å 30 ms)
T1, msb — — — 120 230 285

a Measured by DQF inversion recovery pulse sequence [PS4].
b Measured by inversion recovery.
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FIG. 6. (a) Single-pulse 2H NMR spectra of rat sciatic nerve and the same nerve equilibrated with a solution of 100 mM Co-EDTA20 . (b) 2H DQF
NMR spectra of the nerve equilibrated with a solution of 100 mM Co-EDTA20 at three creations times, 0.6, 4, and 30 ms, which are optimal for the
selective observation of the three water populations. The creation times are indicated in the figure.

spectra (Fig. 7) . Within an hour the signal of compartment B the DQF signal from compartment A originates from the
is lost, and only at longer incubation times does the signal interaction of water molecules with the collagen fibers of
of compartment A broaden and decay. This is another indica- the endoneurium which fill the space between the axons and
tion that the compartment most susceptible to modification support them. With the loss of this orientational support, the
is compartment B, i.e., the outermost compartment, the epi- DQF signal of the intra-axonal water which we assign to
neurium. The broadening and decreasing of the DQF signal compartment C is expected to undergo changes as well.
of compartment A are followed by a decrease of the signal We also checked the 2H SQ and DQF spectra of an unmy-
from compartment C as well (not shown). We propose that elinated rat nerve, the vagus nerve. Three distinct signals

are observed in the 2H DQF spectra of the rat vagus nerve
equilibrated in deuterated saline, similar to the case of the
sciatic nerve (Fig. 8) . However, their splitting is larger:
1560, 386, and 12 Hz for compartments A, B, and C respec-
tively. These should be compared to the values of 467 { 16
(n Å 8), 123 { 23 (n Å 5), and 8.7 { 0.9 Hz (n Å 7) for
the same compartments in the sciatic nerve. In addition, the
time of the appearance of these signals is much shorter. The
DQ relaxation time of the water in the narrow compartment
was found to be 162 ms, which is in good agreement with
the 230 ms in the sciatic nerve. Thus the same behavior
is observed for both the myelinated sciatic nerve and the
unmyelinated vagus nerve.

Three different water compartments were identified and
characterized in rat sciatic nerve equilibrated in deuterated
saline by 2H SQ and DQF NMR techniques. To the best of
our knowledge, no other method allows noninvasive separa-
tion and monitoring of these different water compartments.FIG. 7. 2H DQF NMR spectra of rat sciatic nerve incubated with 15
The three DQF 2H NMR signals were assigned to the watermg/ml collagenase, at 377C. The spectra were measured at a creation time

of 4 ms and are shown as a function of the incubation time. in the epineurium, endoneurium, and axon. Since the maxi-
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neurium. The assignment is also based on the action of
collagenase which first affects compartment B, the epineu-
rium, while compartment A is affected only at much longer
incubation times.

In our previous studies on cartilage (19) and blood vessels
(20) , the 2H DQF NMR signal was seen to stem from the
interaction of the deuterated water molecules with the ori-
ented collagen fibers. The motional properties and residual
quadrupolar splittings of the water in the three compart-
ments, obtained by various relaxation measurements, are in
accordance with the structure of the anatomical compart-
ments of the nerve. Both the splitting and the transverse
relaxation rates were the greatest for the endoneurium, whichFIG. 8. 2H DQF NMR spectra at 46.0 MHz measured by [PS1] of rat

vagus nerve equilibrated in deuterated saline. Spectra are given as a function is known to have thick, well-oriented collagen fibers. For
of the creation time, t. Number of accumulations, 2048. the intra-axonal compartment, the splitting was very small

(8.7 { 0.9 Hz), and the T2 relaxation time was an order of
magnitude longer than that of the other compartments, point-
ing to a weaker interaction of water with ordered structuresmum DQF signals for the three compartments occur at differ-

ent t values, it is possible to resolve the signals and measure in the axon. Studies on the brain of rats fed heavy water
also showed that the 2H splitting was of the order of 10 Hzthe relaxation times independently. Moreover, this unique

method completely eliminates the free water, enabling the (22) . This is in good agreement with our data on the splitting
of the intra-axonal water. The source of this interaction ismonitoring of the intra-axonal compartment without per-

turbing the system with shift reagents. not known but may be related to tubulin aggregates which
are the major constituents of the cytoskeleton.According to recent reports, the differentiation of the wa-

ter populations in the peripheral and central nervous systems 2H DQF NMR is not suitable for estimating the water
populations in the different compartments, since the DQFis based on resolving the multiexponential transverse magne-

tization decay curves of the water. From this type of fitting signal intensities depend on the relaxation times and the
residual quadrupolar interactions. We therefore estimated theprocedure, both the relative fractions and the relaxation rates

are obtained. Vasilescu et al. (1) , Menon et al. (2) , and ratio of the water populations in compartments A and B and
compartments A and C from the single-pulse experimentsDoes and Snyder (5) reported three distinct transverse relax-

ation components of water in frog sciatic nerve, crayfish on the nerve without (Fig. 2) and with (Fig. 6a) the Co-
EDTA20 shift reagent, respectively. The approximate resultnerve cords, and sciatic nerve of Xenopus laevis, respec-

tively. Henkelman et al. (3) reported two water populations was 31, 44, and 25% for A, B, and C, respectively. Again,
the results conform to the anatomical structure of the nervein bovine optic nerve as well as in the brain white matter.

In all these reports, the populations with short T2 (10–50 and rule out the possibility that one of the signals arises
from water in the myelin. Since our evaluation is based onms) and intermediate T2 (around 100 ms) were tentatively

assigned to water in the myelin and axoplasm, respectively. the SQ spectra, the narrow signal assigned to the water in
the axon might also include water from Schwann cells andThese assignments were based on the assumption that the

fast relaxing component must be associated with water inter- fibrocytes; the fraction of these water populations is small
and might not have been detected.acting with macromolecules and phospholipids. Seo et al.

(4) studied water compartmentation using relaxation times Our assignment of water compartments is strongly sup-
ported by the fact that the same type of 2H DQF NMRand diffusion coefficients of 1H2O in rat sciatic nerve, and

found that the short T2 components (ca. 30 ms) represent spectrum is obtained for the vagus nerve which, unlike the
sciatic nerve, has only one layer of myelin. The similaritywater in the axon and Schwann cells. A recent in vivo study

on human brain (21) revealed two or three water populations of the 2H DQF spectra for the myelinated and nonmyelinated
nerves indicates that intramyelinic water is not observed aswhose relative weights were location-dependent.

The assignment of the different water populations in rat an independent signal in the spectrum.
Our preliminary diffusion measurements of D2O in sciaticsciatic nerve in our study is based on results obtained by

selective perturbation achieved by adding the shift reagents nerve (18) indicated that the diffusion of water in compart-
ment C, which we assigned here to the axon, is restricted inCo-EDTA 20 and CoCl2 . We found that CoCl2 penetrated

the perineurial sheath, while Co-EDTA20 was hindered by the perpendicular direction. The diameter of that compart-
ment was found to be of the order of 7 mm. The diffusionthis membranous structure. This result is in accordance

with the impermeability to GdDTPA20 of the blood brain in compartments A and B is not restricted, leading to the
conclusion that the diffusion distance in these two compart-barrier, which has constituents similar to those of the peri-
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3. R. Henkelman, G. J. Stanisz, J. K. Kim, and M. J. Bronskill, Magn.ments is much larger than 7 mm. The average distance of
Reson. Med. 32, 592 (1994).0.003 mm between two adjacent layers of the myelin sheath,

4. Y. Seo, Y. Morita, Y. Kusaka, M. C. Steward, and M. Murakami,and our failure to obtain such a diffusion distance further,
Jpn. J. Physiol. 46, 163 (1996).

confirms that we are not seeing intramyelinic water. This is,
5. M. D. Does and R. E. Snyder, Magn. Reson. Med. 35, 207 (1996).

in fact, expected and may be due to a very small fraction 6. G. Bodenhausen, Prog. NMR Spectrosc. 14, 137 (1981).
of water plus a very short relaxation time. 7. J. Pekar and J. S. Leigh, J. Magn. Reson. 69, 582 (1986).
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solving the water signals from different compartments in the 85, 6282 (1986).
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11. T. Ushiki and C. Ide, Arch. Histol. Jpn. 49, 553 (1986).ing the assignment of the water signals to the different com-
12. Ishi and Takeuchi, Acta Otolaryngol. 113, 632 (1993).partments and the measurement of their dynamic properties.
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